
Narratic Labs GmbH

We are building the Sales Intelligence solution for the 21st century. With a
mixture of Big Data, custom AI models (that beat ChatGPT by far) and LLMs,
we enable B2B lead research for fragmented and under-researched markets
like never before. We are a small and ambitious team backed by stellar
investors including several founders and operators from global innovators.
Our office is located in Berlin-Kreuzberg. We're on the hunt for an ambitious
Growth Intern who's eager to challenge boundaries and drive substantial
growth. If you leverage tools like ChatGPT to learn faster than others, take

ownership of your projects, and approach tasks with a growth mindset, welcoming feedback to fuel
improvement, this role is tailored for you.

B2B Growth Internship
Berlin, Deutschland (hybrid) Praktikum Vertriebsmarketing 2.000 € / Monat

City: Berlin; Starting Date: At the earliest possible; Renumeration: 2.000 € / Monat

Working field

- Play a fundamental role in shaping and implementing our core growth strategy
- Employ innovative sales and marketing methods
- Streamline essential operations through automation, utilizing no-code tools or Python-
scripts as necessary

Requirements
It doesn't matter whether or where you studied – we are looking for people who can raise
the average of our team by bringing something to the table that helps us get better.

If you find yourself in any of the following, make sure we learn about them in your
application:
- Programming experience (any language)
- Ran your own startup (both B2B or B2C)
- Fluency in German

What We Offer

- Gain hands-on experience in developing high-performance B2B funnels at the early
scaling stages of a software company
- Enjoy the autonomy to define projects, taking on as much responsibility as you're ready
to embrace
- Collaborate closely with an experienced founding team in one of the hottest sectors of
the business world
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Application

https://join.com/companies/narratic/11013627-b2b-growth-internship?pid=06c421b17e8f
52420cac&oid=c26dbf9c-e937-49db-b4e2-3cf3f0030b39&utm_source=stellenticket_htw_
berlin&utm_medium=paid&utm_campaign=job%2Bads%2Bfor%2Bstudents&utm_content
=b2b%2Bgrowth%2Binternship

Weitere Informationen unter https://stellenticket.de/181329/
Angebot sichtbar bis 19.05.2024
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